Visitors to SLAC

On Monday, October 8, the Directorate will be hosting a visit of the Board of Trustees of Stanford University. So be sure to smile a welcome if you see them touring SLAC in the early afternoon. Also happening next week will be a variety of photo shoots by photographer Jim Stoots as he begins a visual documentation of SLAC's science and people. These images will be used to enliven our publications and Website.

Campus News

The latest issue of the Stanford Report carried two interesting articles. Be sure to read a lively overview of Stanford Nobel Laureates. The online page contains links to the audio clip of Osheroff's 2:30 AM phone call from the Swedish Royal Academy. A second article describes a new campus Web magazine focusing on science and technology news.

LHC's Unfortunate News Coverage

The latest issue of Nature reports that the LHC's magnet costs are much greater than originally anticipated.

Physics Writ Wide


Should We Turn Off the Lights?

Visit the Fear of Physics Website whose subtitle exhorts visitors to "Fear not! Physics. Explained. Finally." Do the string theorists know they can go home??

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. You can get to the current ads from the Announcements section on the SLAC Home Page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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